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Graph shows how different 
target users could use the 
same product

adjustable motorcycle design
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Graph shows how different 
target users could use the 
same product

Project brief

Research

Problem Statement:

Current available motorcycles offer no type of 
adjustability when it comes to comfort or control. A 
new type of motorcycle is needed that accommodates 
different sized riders and different preferred riding styles. 
This motorcycle will be easy to adjust and will not require 
any tools to do so.

Demographics of New Riders:

Age                        Percentage                               
Under 20  1%      
21-25                         7%                    
26-30                         9%
31-40                         22%
41-50                         30%
51-60                          23%
61-70                          7%
71 and older            1%

Gender         Percentage
Male         90%
Female       10%

Women Riders:

In 1998, the ratio of women riders in the U.S. was only 8.2% 
but the ratio has risen to 9.6% in 2003 and to 12.3% in 2008.
-motorcycle-usa.com
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mechanical design

Based on user testing 
analysis, three points of 
adjustment were defined.

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3
Adjustment Number 1: Handlebars

Adjustment Number 2: Footpeg assembly

Adjustment Number 3: Seat

Initial testing revealed that three 
adjustments were needed to give 
the user a wide enough range of 
adjustability to go from a comfortable 
to an aggressive riding position
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design development

Various methods were 
used to develop and 
build the mechanical 
components

Initial sketch of design concept

Initial prototype of design

Using Lego’s to figure out 
mechanical linkages

Revised prototype based on 
Lego scale model

Solidworks model to determine 
how the concept would work

Final rendering to ensure the 
mechanical components would 
add aesthetic value, not take 
away from it

Initial Design Development

Prototype Development
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All adjustments are done 
while the rider is seated on 
the motorcycle

user interaction

Rider mounts motorcycle

Rider pulls lever to release pin and allow 
for adjustment

Rider adjusts motorcycle to fit 
his or her needs

Rider pushes lever to lock in 
position and is ready to ride
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Aesthetic design 
developed in various 
stages of sketching
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aesthetic ideation



aesthetic development
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Various design methods 
utilized to develop a 
successful product

Solidworks model of existing 
frame and components

Clay model developed from 
concept sketches and 3d model

Mechanical components of design 
were developed

Model was developed around 
frame and hardpoints of 
mechanical components

Body panels designed around 
mechanical elements

200+ hours of Solidworks development

Final body panel design 
complements product innovations

Fully Functional Solidworks Model

Full Scale Clay Model



user testing
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Final testing proves that 
the FLEX adjusts to more 
comfortable and more 
aggressive positions than 
industry leaders

Knee angle:      72 degrees

Forward lean:      20 degrees

2011 Yamaha FZ6R

Knee angle:      74 degrees

Forward lean:     10 degrees

Knee angle:  65 degrees

Forward lean:      39 degrees

2011 Suzuki GSX-R750

Knee angle:      67 degrees

Forward lean:      40 degrees
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final design

Final design showcases 
balance between aesthetics 
and function

Functional prototype / proof of concept



Final product exceeded 
initial project goals
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conclusion

Objective Result
accommodates different sized riders
accommodates different riding styles

easy to adjust
<50 lbs. added weight

adjustble in 30 seconds or less
<$1000 added cost to consumer < $500

< 10 lbs.

http://www.coroflot.com/jcdesign586/flex-adjustable-motorcycle/1

Online portfolio available at www.coroflot.com/jcdesign586

http://www.coroflot.com/jcdesign586/flex-adjustable-motorcycle/2

adjustable in 30 seconds or less


